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28! TO THE WET BASIN BILL. 

to the sum above named, may in fact be much. less, the comp . 
being bound to pay only an amount proportioned to such an exte 
of the premises leased as may come into their actual possessio 
Again, there is to be in such lease no provision that in case s . 
premises do not belong exclusively to the State, the lease shall 
void; but the State undertakes to lease the premises and by au 
undertaking makes an implied warranty of its title. And lastly, 
fact that all excepting the corporators may be excluded from parti' 
pation in the enterprise; the uncertainty as to the period when 

. term of sixty years begins to run; the question as to when the Sta 
might be called upon to make compensation for improvements; t: 
prohibition as to creating streets or other improvements on or OVI 

the premises, and the fact that the State may be called upon afl 
permitting a 'public corporation which it has hitherto fostered 
enjoy and improve the premises in question, to put the grantors . 
possession of the premises without the adjudication and process 
the law :in breach of good faith, are certainly questionable 
objectionable provisions of the bill. . 

The reasons above stated. and others not mentioned have co 
strained me to withhold my signature from this bill. 

MARCUS L. WARD. 

REPORT 
OF THE 

COMMISSION 
TO THE 

'17q- . ~  0 

I I H'-t~ 
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2b His Excellency, Ma1"CUS L. Wm"d: 
In accordance with the provisions of the act of the last Legislature 

of this Sto.te, authorizing the appointment of a Sanitary Commission, 
we now have thc honor of submitting to you our report. 

The general suhject commended to us for consideration in said bill 
is that of the public health. None has to do more intimately with 
the welfare of the citizen or tJle prosperity of the State. It is a vital 
and material interest in the highest definition of those tenns-it reo 

to the personal concerns of every family to an extent which may 
bespeak for it t1lC attention of all intelligent legislation. 

'n!e-prevention of disease is a grander and nobler thing than its 
.enation or cure; and one of the highest functions of government 
to secure the hel;lJth of its constituency. Labor and capital not 

than intelligence and virtue are dependent upon health-for all , 
,8 causes "that deteriorate the physical strength, or lower the robust 
~ of communities, strike death-blows at political economy and 
lonal progress. It is only the assertion of a self.evident truth to 
~ that it is the part of true wisdom to legislate III this behalf, so far 

may be' necessary to remove recognized sources of disease; to 
,tigate the power of conto.gion; to enforce such laws of health as 
~olly settled; to give information as to existing evils and the 
Ods of abatement, and to secure such statistical information as 

.--- instruct as to the origin and prevalence of influences prejudicial 
.1 _,rous vitality. Could we arrange all the favorable and unfa

lIe forces bearing upon a city or State-so far as .its prosperity 
'the happiness of the citizen are concerned-in an account of 
it and debit as in a ledger, not only would the sick man always 
on the debtor side; but to this must be added the demand made 

I I c ti~e of others, the unprofitable expenditures of disease, and 
thIS, all those results of diminished vitality which, while they . 

.ot confine to the sick bed, yet diminish and restrict the capa-
I f of production and endumnce. . 

.ep~ndent, then, of those philanthropic impulses and benevolent 
~th~e~  of human nature which should lead governments, not less 
dlVlduals to alleviate suffering, just because it is suffering even 
Ire civic aspect~ and as a question of legislative policy and ma
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32 REPORT OF THE SANITARY COMMISSION. 

terial wealth-the public health requires to be dealt with by th 
governing powers as a great and weighty public, interest. Wit 
pleasure as citizens, no less than as physicians, that, in the act appoin 
ing us there was recognition of the fact, we have turned our attentio 
to the general subject referred to us for brief report, and to th 
special inquiries suggested in connection therewith. 

As by the act our duties were not meant to be final, but introdu 
tory to and suggestive of "future enlig>tened action for the prom 
tion of the public health," we need notice only a few leading facts 
illustrated, and allow these to serve as pointers in reference to wha 
is desirable to be done hereafter. 

I.-CHOLERA. 

As the Commisllion was requested to furnish to the Govemor at a 
early a day as practicable such information and advice as they migh
deem important in reference to Asiatic cholera, our first attentio 

o 

was directed to this subject. After availing ourselves of the best 
sources of information, we addressed to' your Excellency a letter em~  

bodying such precautionary advice and suggestion as seemed to us 
most expedient to be given to the public. It was voluntarily pub 
lished by the entire press of the State, and thus served to direct the..
popular mind to the most reliable sanitary antidotes to the preva-, 
lence and extension of this epidemic. An important suggestion as to 
hygienic improvement on lines of public travel, was not responded to 
with desirable promptness, but a second reminder secured the de·. 
sired result. 

With thanks to a kind providence and to the Metropolitan board: 
of health, we are able to rejoice, that cholera did not become a wide
sprea<l disease in our State. "Ve have, however, reliable reports as. 
to over two hundred fatal cases. Hudson City, Hoboken, Burling
ton and Camden suft'eredmost severely, while several othel; places on 
lines of public travel numbered from one to fifteen cases. The de
tailed history of the disease as manifested in each locality is of much 
interest, but too extended for the limits of this report.-Its history, 
its mode of invasion and its fatality were demonstrative enough to 
teach us salutary lessons, if we will but heed them.-Where it did 
occur it was as virulent as in the more crowded haunts of the metro
polis. In nearly all cases it was directly traceable to some nestling 
point in New York or Philadelphia, and in many instances the first 
case in a town would be in the person of a stranger or visitor recent· 
ly arrived from one of these cities. The portability of the disease is 
fully established, and yet we are not prepared to say that ever and 
only thus it is propogatcd. Its history, however, has shown beyond the 
possibility of doubt, the power which sanitary law possesses to stay 
its advance, and by parity of reasoning, it teaches us the control that 
states and cities may exercise oYer other epidemic influences. In 
New York ci ty there were not five cases through all the year, which 
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not occur in over-crowded tenement houses or were not tracable 
B9r0c such incubating and propogating point. 'l'he same fact was 
.. ,ted when it raged with greatest intensity in our own State, 

in every case where prompt and well directed sanitary police 
exercised, the disease was promptly limited. We can scarcely 

, t too much upon the power which effectual laws and prompt sani
'regulations have over its propogation. Where the disease in

incorporated cities it was generally thus promptly met by the 
. 'cipal authorities, and as in Elizabeth, Newark, Jersey City, &c., 

Iptly controlled. This was not universally the case, and in some 
ces much disadvantage resulted and expense was greatly en

by the want of antecedent organization. On this account 
thousands of dollars were expended where hundreds would 
sufficed under an established health system, and none felt this 
,than those who by their promptness and efficiency incurred the 

"y. Besides in thus getting ready just when the enemy has in-
e«! and the attack commenced, some lives were sacrificed. 

Where cholera or any epidemic occurs outside the limits of munic
authority, there are still greater embarrasments. It occurred, 

instance, to the President of our Commission to be summoned by 
_ ,ph to a country village in which several cases of Asiatic 
~era  had occurred, and yet in which tor the want of any health 

there was undoubted neglect of hygienic measures. Disinfec
,til were not at hand, sanitary requirements could und nO officer 

,th th~ proper authority and the very couch and furniture of the 
was sold within twenty-four hours at auction. We believe it 

only the prompt action of pliysicians sustained by your Uommis
and the ready aid of a prominent railroad company of the State 

Applying disinfecting material that checked the spi-ead of the dis
In other country places where isolated cases occurred precise
same felt want was experienced. 

Ie reasons we had for expecting cholera the past year are as 
1\ for the corning one. It is not exceptional for the secoud year 
" mo!e fearful than the first. It still lingers about New York 
and 18 prevailing at foreign ports. Every precaution of the past 
to be used, while now is the time by law to correct any mis

" that have occured. This is more practicable, because measures 
~opted  are such as are indicated on grounds of general hygiene, 
are no leS!? essential and operative in the diminuition of typhoid 
cholera.lllfan~um,  and gymotic diseases generally. We believe 
, a settled prmciple, every city should be required by legisla
!,&oC?nent to have its permanent board of health, and every 
:P 1~ health officer, with power sufficient to decide the condi. 
DUIsance, and promptly to apply the needed cleansing. . 
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34 REPORT OF THE SANITARY COMMISSION. 

n.-THE GENERAL SANITARY CONDITION OF THE STATE. 

As to other items alluded to in the act creating this Commission 
we beg leave to note them in the order they are referred to in said ac 

In reference to "the general sanitary conditio~l  of the State," we' 
need only say that, while we can claim for/it some of the best natural 
advantages, it is not exempt from those prevalent influences which in 
all rapidly growing States need intelligent attention. As a gr~at, 

thoroughfare State, it calls for all that health-fostering and health. 
protecting guardianship required on great lines of public travel and. 
mart. As everywhere dotted with towns and cities rapidly filling 
with a mixed population, it is unavoidably subjected to those in. 
fluences modifying natural healthfulness with which all cities, and 
especially all manufacturing cities, abound, while its variety ofclimate: 
of elevation and of soil, its sea and mountain surroundings, its diversi· 
ties of geological formation and of hygrometrical exposure, all make it 
important that these be recognized and investigated in their relationS 
to public health. 

The same intelligent care which seeks to educate the masses should 
do all in its power to secure the health of the body while attempting 
to develope the resources of the mind. 

'l'hat appreciation of practical science which sends forth the geolo
gist to define the basic' structure of the State, and locate the wealth 
of its deposits, should not overlook the relations of structure, drainage, 
&c., to health, and should be on the alert to secure such definite know
ledge as will not fail to tell practically on the welfare of the citizen 
by the limitation and diminution of disease. 

In.-EPIDEMIC AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES. 

.As to "the prevention and curative treatment of epidemic and con· 
tagious diseases," what has already been said in regard to cholera 
applies to these. There is but little difference of opinion as to the 
availability of well-settled hygienic precautions; and physicians of 
every grade, and sanitary philanthropists in every calling, feel more 
sensibly each succeeding year how much of disease might be pre· 
vented and controlled. This result can only be secured when the 
gOTerning powers encourage and provide for the diffusion of 8anitary 
knowledge among the people, and enact such laws as will secure con
formity to tIle plain necessities of the public good in this regard. 

In a medical report for] 864, a physician of a village in a north
western county of our State, whose opinion is m0st reliable, says: 
"By observation it convinces me that typhoid fever, for the last 
twenty years in this locality, has been chiefly traceable to animal 
putrifaction, the result of the vicinity of slaughter-houses or obstructed 
drains." 'fhis is but one of a host of illustrations of what in other 
instances and in other diseases is often recognized by medical men, 
and yet, practically, t~ere  is the greatest difficulty in abating the 
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iI_except in the exercise of power conferred by la,v. Wise legis. 
,tive action should make it possible to spread before the people -the 

in facts of puNic hygiene, and in city or country promptly to abate 

,y disease-excitlllg nuisance. 

IV.-VACCINA.TION. 

The subject of «vaccination" is another of the points alluded to in 
,e act. From the report of Dr. Cooper, to whom this item was re

1erred and as' adopted by the Commission, we make brief abstract. 
;We are deeply impressed with the importance of making some pro.
~ion  whereby the entire populatiou of our State, may be enabled to 

:ure for themselves the benefits of this protection. 
The lapse of three-fourths of a century since its discovery has but 

served to confirm the opinion at first entertained of it, as being one of 
'the greatest boons ever conferred upon the human family. It has 
'been the means of saving millions of human lives, as well as miti
gating the suffering from one of the most loathsome diseases to which 
Imankind is liable. Yet strange as it may seem, the great yalue of 
~  discovery is sti.ll unappreciated l)y numbers of our citizens. Its 
very simplicity, as well as safety, seems to have rendered many JIiI:C
~ns indifferent to its great value. Nor does this neglect prevailo.uy 
among the indigent or ignorant;; for wherever the disease appears in 
an epidemic form, as it seems to do every few years, it is welllmown 
to physicians that many families of children are found entirely unn;y()~  

tectcd by vaccination.
Th~  Commission do not hesitate to recommend that some legislame 

action should be had to make attention to this subject obliga 
upon the whole population of the State, as has been·done in mos~  ·()f 
the European countries, as well as in several States of the Union. 

The most feasible way seems to us, to make it obligatory that all 
children entering schools in this State should be vaccinated and at 
the snme time provide, as is done in most large cities, for the grabrl
mus 'vaccination of the indigent. In the rural districts of our state· 
~  provision is made and whole families ofchildren are met with, nome 
J)t .whom have been vaccinated. Were some plan like this adopted 
. . nghout the State and faithfully carried ont, all would in due ti-..erreached and the general mortality be sensibly diminished. Thas 
, 'would not happen as it did some two years since, that in six co 
.ties and three large cities of our State, small-pox.was epidemic, wb 

Boston by virtue of their perfected system of vac:lination but 0 

occurred. In fact Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecti
It boost that no cases now originate in these States. The past y 

bve been more exempt than usual, and yet one 'city reports 0 

,dred and sixty-five cases. The public good requires that the peo
should ~ot  be exposed to so loathsome a disease when an effective, 
'J.» aud slmple remedy is so easily placed within the reach of alL 
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V.-THE INSANE. 

" The treatment of the insane in county and township poor-hou!j~  

is another subject specified, and one by every argument of philir 
thropy and christian charity claiming your distinguished conside' 
tion. 'l.'his matter was especially referred to Dr. Ryerson for repo 
and from said report we beg leave in its language or substanee 
make brief extracts. 

The Commission in order to learn the number of the insane i 
county and township poor-houses and their treatment, issued blanf 
to the proper local officeri'l, to be filled up and returned to us. Bti 

.as this was no part of their legally assigned duties, general return' 
from the whole State were not secured, and the Commission is con 
sequently without full statistics upon these su~jects.  But from a co" 
,siderable number received and from other sources of information, th 
members of the Commission feel authorized to report, that the ca 
of the insane and idiotic in the almshouses of the Stat8 while bette 
than it once was, is yet far behind the demands of public sentimen 
The admirable arrangements and happy working of the asylum hay, 
so educated the citizens of the State, that there is very general an 
just dissatisfaction with the provision made for' the insane in poor 
houses, and as deep sympathy for the indigent but not pauper class of: 
these unfortunates, who either have never been to the asylum, o'r 
whose time there having expired, have been returned. 

We beg leave to assert that this public dissatisfaction must alwaya' 
exist froni the nature of the case. At the township or county 
houses, if the insane are in close confinement, their place of seclusion 
is generally some dark, unhealthy cell, or if not, they are placed 
where they can not but be subjected to the gaze and torment of 
others, and to the injury as well as discomfort of all.. Even the insane 
and the idiotic should not thus be mingled. These two classes react 
injuriously upon each other, and require totally different methods of 
training and treatment. The idiots are disgusting to the insane, and 
often excite them to phrenzied outrages, and this excitement tends to 
render the cases of the insane still more hopeless. In some of the 
poor-houses the idiots are sometimes employed, or at least allowed, to 
take care of the young children, 01' to mingle indiscriminately with 
them. One member of this Commission is thoroughly convinced· 
from personal observation, that this intercourse has a most disastrous 
effect upon their young minds, and impressions are made of lasting~  

injury to them and to society-morally, socially and economically. 
From the census of 1860, and the partial returns made to your Com. 
mission, we believe that the number of insane and idiotic persons in 
the State, who cannot be accommodated at the asylum when its exten
sion is completed, will be greater than the number in it; and it will 
then be as large a8 anyone such institution should be. 

But while your Commission is satisfied that the people of New 
Jersey will be fully prepared to sanction any provision that the legis.· 

tore may make, or that your Excellency may recommend or approve 
I these unfortunates, it is convinced that further preliminary investi
ltions should be made, because .
 
Jirst-N0 appropriate legislation can be had until accurate sta

,tics arc obtained as to the numbers of the insane and idiotic sep'a
,~Iy, with a full statement of ~ge,  sex, condition, and an accurate
 
~ry  of the causes of their insanity or idiocy, that thus the kind 
d amount of provision required may be more apparent. The;,e sta
tics cannot be gathered without an organized effort and discrimi

.",ting classification, such as after the experience of the past we might 
able to suggest. 

Secondly-While recent and chronic cases of insanity are fre
ently associated.in treatmen t, and in one institution with ad van tage, 
,tt management of the insane or idiotic is so entirely differpot, we 

11 that tile fullest information is desirable as to the most approved 
,d practical methods by which the demented and feeble minded may 
cared for or improved. It has been suggested to the Commis3ion 
,~it  might be practicable to include, under one ~eneral supel·vision 
thin our limits, this class, and those who are now suppotted by 

8W Jersey, in the institutions of adjacent States. There can be' no 
.. '\lbt as to the need of some provi~ions; and just what it should he 
~ will be more fully able to judge when the proper facts are elic:tcd. 
~ther  by a Commission-or better still, by the provisions of some 
genoral sanitary and statistical law, there should be no delay in 
llIBCUring these. 

Thirdly-Measures for a different disposal of the idiotic or insane 
ttcred throughout our State, cannot now perhaps be prosecuted 

without embarrassing the authorized improvements now in progress 
A$ the asylum, which when completed will accommodate as many as 
~uld  :l!'lsemble in one institution, and will make it so commodiou~ as 

provide for nearl.f all needing such care, if the idiotic are else
,ero sustained. Your Commission has visited the asylum and con

d with the Superintendent, and believe that an entire a/ccordance 
lie,,: exists on the subject. When the improvements, now rapidly 

cmg, shall be fully completed, the asylum will require only such 
'p,l'Opriations as may be needed for current expenses. By that time, 

IIUl be ascertained precisely what further provision may be needed. 
$il th~n we hope it may not be necessary to return any of those at 

t In the asylum for care or treatment to county or township 
S. as the enlargement will for a little time relieve this well con

I model institution from a felt embarrassment. In the mean
the State should perfect its plans as to other unfortunates: 

VI.-CONDITION OF POOR HOUSES. 

Co~e~tion with our attempted investigations ~s  to. the insane 
ioti~  10 county and township poor houses, we mshtuted so~e  

m reference to these institutions, and it has become qUIte 
31 
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apparent to Ull that in parts of our State" the poor asylum" is es 
tially defective; while in some parts the poor are farmed out to t 
lowest bidder, in others they are congre~ated  together without s 
cient regard to the use of those means which prevent pauperism 
well as provide for it. . 

On the other hand we are not without models in our own Sta 
which other towns and townships might imitate, and our error is' 
having no public officer whose duty it is to regard these and otb 
interests of public hygiene, and to bring them to the attention 
those who are themselves conscious of defects, but for the want 
such correspondence and information know not how best to reme 
existing evils. ., 

It is noble to provide for the afflicted and the destitu te, and ri . 
to punish the criminal, but the philanthropist who see 3 one gene 
tioll of paupers providing the next. who beholds insanity too oft, 
transmitted or originated as a result of errors in marriage or habi 
and who sees vice spring out of the filth and bad air and unfit hom 
and then subjected to punishment, not reformatory, cannot but r 
quire if it would not be wiser and more economical legislation,'~ 

sanitary regulation and information, to dry up the sources of de. 
dation as well as to make proviaion therefor. Ounces of such p 
'Vention are better than manifold pounds for cure. 

VTI.-VTTAL STATISTICS. 

Your Commission would desire to call executive attention to 
matter of vital statistics. Their importance like that of a census' 
other affairs has long been recognized. Their important bearing 01 
questions of human health and vitality as in the records of birt 
marriages, deaths, and the causes and character of diseases, has be 
appreciated as furnishing important indications as to influences 0 

rative upon the conditions of life, besides their value for referen' 
118 records. Our own State in common with most others, has 10D: 
regarded this fact, but these statistics, as at present obtained, at lari 
expense, are of little consequence. The last report of the S13l 
Secretary deplores this fact, and we do not know of a single physic' 
or public statist who ever refers to them as. evidence, or regarJs the 
Qf any value. This does not arise from the unfaithfulness of the c" 
officers, but from obsolete forms of classification, incomplete retu 
and from their being merely an appendage to weightier official duti 
These should be procured and arranged according to uniform 
scientific schedules under the superintendence ofa medical or expe 
statist, and this could be done with economy to the State, and so 
to render them Taluable and instructive in matters relating to 
common weal. 

VIII.-WORKSHIPS AND T~ABORERS. 

e matter of workshops and in general the exposure of the work
'classes in their employments has attracted the attention of your 
mission and from a report by Dr. Coleman, we subjoin as follows : 
If it were necessary at this time, material, is at hand to make a 

. 'led report on this as well as the other subjects, but as the Sanitary 
mission at this early stage is expected merely to advise the pnb

of its wants, the following brief report is given. 
hether in the workshop or the field, the time of the laborer is at 
I~al  of the employer, and men who by their wealtll command 
'-:abor of the poor, too often take from them in a great degree, the 

of protecting themselves against the injurious agents that have 
encountered in their occupations. '1'0 reach these difficulties 

may arise to secure the employer from the reproach of inhuman
'and to do justice to the workmen, there should be some provi
to make the employer protect to a greater degree than now ob-
the comfort and health of the employed. So little is this im
t matter regarded, that in almost every establishment where 

are congregated, ventilation is neglected, machinery is not pro
:1 fenced or guarded to prevent accidents, the proper degree of 
,t is not attended to, and deleterious materials used in the arts are 
carefully managed, when science and attention would make them 

tively harmless.' . 
'0 secure these ends, a careful examination should be make of all 
.ufactories where gases, vapour, or effluvia of a noxious character 
'Volved; of establishments where poisonous chemicals are used 

the processes of their art; of rooms where many :ire crowded to 
Irk at some branch of business that requires but little muscular 

ion and a3 a consequence making the need for fresh air less·re. 
ized; of schools, the worst of all places. for undermining tho 
.th._of the young, if not most carefully warmed and thoroughly 
lated; of popular churches with large congregations where each 
dual must remain for a time exposed to an ul:lusual temperature 

. tiated atmosphere, and also of districts of country and locali
~here  malaria is known to pre,.ail. 

,ese investigations made by competent persons would show con
,Y81~  that a great amount of sickness .and death could be pre

, if a little intelligent humanity were exercised by proprietors 
having these matters in charge. The necessity for this is so 
that these brief references are sufficient. It is for a wi8e 

.tion to work it to a proper conclusion." 
lLre various other practical subjects that, even in a casual 

,~ave  suggested themselves to your Commission as of great 
unportance in their bearing on the welfare of the ci tizen and 

nty of the State, and as worthy of being presented from 
me to th~ people, ~n order to preserve them from avoidable 
depreSSIOn and dIsease, and to secure that prevalent, vigor
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ous vitality conductive of pl'osperity and wealth, and to unimped 
labor-the joyousness of health-the greatest happiness of the mass 

But the suhjects already so briefly alluded to must suffice as Spe 
mens of many others having to do with the material interests of 
classes. 

Every physician' can recount cases ()f disease and death direc 
resultant from prevalent morbid influences, which might easily 
abated by proper sanitary provision; and the intelligent man, in an 
calling, who marks the more declarative course of epidemics, becoill' 
no less enthusiastic in support of this department of reformatory la 

We believe great advantage would nccrue to the people of t~  

State from the enactment of a general health code, which would d, 
fine more accurately the powers of local health authorities, and 
quire them where none exist to secure the diffusion of proper info~  

ation, search out and remedy prevalent mortif:ic influences, secure 
curacy and uniformity as to statistics, and, in general conserve t 
greatest physical and personal, social and moral interests of the pu 
lic. By such a method all the various suggestions made in this 
port could be carried out, and such others as a wise legislation mig. 
devise. This report is but an abstract or synopsis of views and fac' 
which the Oommission are ready to present to your Excellency, or 
the honorable legislature, when desired. 

We feel that we need not now say more on a slluject which spea., 
for itself in language as importunate as the pleadings of suffen 
which can be relieved can make it, and in tones as startling a 
thrilling as the groans of death, which might be averted, can utter i' 

It is our pleasure in this service to know that they will rench tlj; 
-ears of an executive so kee·Jy sensitive to every call of human suffe~1 

ing that his heart only needs the logic of facts to move it to resPo~1  

Bive and effective action, and that through him we address a Legislt 
iure which showed a unanimous interest in the objects of this act a':II 
which byits past beneficent provisions has honored us among t 
-sisterhood of States. We only ask that you devise and execute su 
laws in these regards as shall better protect UR all as ci tizens; 
shall make our 11ighways free from the contagions of disease; 0 

workshops, places where labor and capital may he aglow with heaU: 
and the homes of the people where the women and the children 8 

freer from tho~e  vitiated influences which now enfeeble, endan 
and destroy. 

We have the honor as. a State Sanitary Oommi~sion  thus to respo 
in accordance with the act and design of our appointment. 

EZRA M. HUNT, Metuchen, 
President. 

S. B. COLEMAN, 'frenton, 
Secretary. 

R.. N. COOPER., Oamden, 
THOMA::; RYERSON, Newark, 
ISAAC A. NICHOLS, Newark, . 
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